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I offer this dissertation as a survey and a story:  a survey of my work across the 
field of sonic art and a story of my progressive compulsion toward sound that conveys 
touch.  This haptic sensibility sharpens from Susurrus (2006) through Soma (2012), 
manifesting in a fixation on the impact of sound on bodies and the impact of bodies on 
sound. Both the visceral sensation of hearing and the manner in which movement 
imprints onto acoustic phenomena concern me.  My musical forms are conceived not 
as abstract arrangements of objects (or notes) but as complex physical confrontations 
that produce audible byproducts. I compose primarily with chaotic spectra, mixing raw 
noise from found objects with extended instrumental techniques.  These timbres front 
an acoustic wildness intentionally abated in conventional instrumental practice.  And 
yet, the precision of classical instruments opens avenues of transformation closed to 
unmediated noise.  Virtuosity and crudeness face-off in my work, circling an aesthetic 
region between embellishment and fact, between sound as a carrier of aesthetic intent 
and sound as a subsidiary effect of action.  
The ten works presented in this portfolio include eight compositions scored for 
a range of ensembles, from soloist to orchestra, with and without electronics, as well as 
two interactive multimedia installations. Dramatic links between physical movement 
and musical form arise across this output.  In my installations, I posit causal 
relationships between visible stimuli (spinning strings, spatial structures, moving 
bodies) and resultant sounds. In my electroacoustic works, I attend to the implied 
weight of spatialized sound – as though a gesture’s trajectory through arrayed 
speakers were informed by gravity. In my acoustic music, I bring the muscular strain 
behind instrumental technique to the perceptual fore. My professional activities shift 
 iv 
regularly between concert music and installation art and between acoustic and 
electroacoustic contexts. Passing between these genres stretches the boundaries of 
my creative practice and forces me to consistently reframe notions of ritual and form.  
Within each platform, I aim to stage visceral aesthetic encounters that, as Francis 
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My work has grown through countless insights from colleagues and professors at 
Harvard.  I thank each of them for caring enough to ask the hardest questions. I thank 
my collaborators for their expertise and appetites for adventure; I am forever changed 
by these recent forays outside the concert hall.  I thank my family, whose solidity gives 
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Ashley Fure, Sound and Interaction Design 
Adam Fure, Architectural Design 
 
Multimedia Installation: Batting, Custom Steel Branching System, Pressure Sensors, 







In Veer, created with architect Adam Fure, swaths of cotton batting wrap a branching 
steel structure to create a soft, interior sleeve for a room. Participants navigate tunnels 
and alcoves, activating speakers and LEDs embedded in the material walls as they 
move. Sensors disaggregate the musical form into gestural components, linked to 
locations, that elide into dramatic phrases through movement. Sonic, visual, and 
proprioceptive cues align into fused, synesthetic emphases. Gradations in color and 
ceiling height are mapped to acoustic shifts in register, spectral density, and gestural 
shape. High blanched walls project soft white noise while cramped regions thick with 
color screech out multiphonics. In Veer, space and matter are charged with an 
expressive force let loose through movement. 
 














   
 
 
therefore i was 
 
for cello, piano, and percussion 
                     
   
by A
shley Fure (2012) 
 






issioned by the H
arry and A
lice Eiler Foundation as w




     
for Ann 










 the given technique as loudly as possible. T
his m

















ond shaped note heads indicate the fingered harm
onic node.  String and partial num
bers are given above the note head in the follow
ing m
anner:  II-3 




his piece uses a num
ber of m
ultiphonics on the cello.  M
ultiphonics are produced at specific locations betw
een adjacent natural harm
onic nodes.  T
hough 
fragile, w
ith practice these sounds can becom
e both stable and predictable.  Please note the follow
ing points:  
 
1) W
hen producing these m
ultiphonics, the m
ost relevant indicators of finger position are the adjacent natural harm
onics.  T
o avoid overly com
plicated m
icrotonal notations, 
I have instead notated approxim
ate finger position and m
arked the tw
o relevant adjacent partials.  For exam








2) Like natural harm
onics, the sam
e m
ultiphonic can be found at different locations on the string.  For exam
ple, I: 3*4 can be found both at the position m






 speed and pressure greatly affect the production of m
ultiphonics.  B
ow
 position is indicted in the score and adjustm
ents should be m
ade to bow
 pressure in order to 
achieve the desired dynam
ic.  In general, a rich but fragile tim
bre is desired, not a scratchy or heavily distorted tone.   
 
4) A
 useful reference m
ay be found at the follow
ing w
ebsite, though in general the tim
bre produced in these exam
ples is m
uch rougher than w









his clef indicates the region betw
een the bridge (top of graphic) and the start of the fingerboard.   
  
 G
radually increase and decrease bow
 pressure.  T
his should add distortion and com
plexity to the tone but should not break com
pletely into pitchless scratch 


















plete half of a circular bow
 and then sw
itch directions.  D
ow
n bow
s pull up the fingerboard and up bow
s push tow






:  Pull the bow
 vertically up the indicated string tow
ards the finger pegs.   Follow
 indicated bow








 is pulled both horizontally and vertically, shifting bow
 position according to the indicated graphic.  D
ow
n bow
s pull up the fingerboard and dow
n 
bow
s     push tow




ute:  Press tw
o fingers harm
onic pressure on the indicated string.  Place the bow
 in the space betw
een the fingers and bow
 w
ith very light pressure.  T
his produces 
a   m











onic pressure on the indicated strings.  T
he bow
 is placed just behind the fingers, betw






ent of the fingers so that notated glissandi im
ply shifts in bow
 position as w










. 167):  T
he tip of the bow
 is angled tow
ards the body so that up bow
s push tow








 at Fingers:  B
ow
 just in front of the fingers; notated pitches thus determ
ine exact position of the bow





 short, heavy vertical push at the frog of the bow
.  
 Fast, tight circular bow
s around the indicated bow
 position.  W
hen com
bined w
ith crescendos and decrescendos (see m
. 124), this m
ovem
ent should increase and decrease in 
speed and pressure according to the indicated graphics.  
 




















 of left hand.   
 Flutter: T
rill betw
een the indicated harm
onic and the open string.  
 G
rain Stutter:  B
ow
 at the frog extrem
ely slow
ly, activating the string in disconnected grains.  
 H
arm
onic distortion:  E
rratically gliss the finger w
ith harm
onic pressure over the indicated string.   
 M
SP:  M
olto Sul Pont should occur directly at the bridge and contain virtually no fundam









































all), placed upside dow




).  Several paper clips should be taped to the cym


































ith the left hand and pinch the spring w
ith the thum
b and forefinger of the right hand.  W
ith a fast and light m
ovem
ent, slide the tw
o fingers dow
n 
the spring to produce a sharp, m
etallic w
isp.   
 N
ail Z
ip:  Scrape the fingernails along the spring w
hile perform
ing a zip.  A




bruptly clench the spring at the end of a zip.  
 
Sutter:  Pinch the spring tightly betw
een the thum
b and forefinger.  Pull the fingers dow
n the spring in short, single bursts. 
 
T
hud:  Pull the spring taut w
ith the thum
b and m
iddle finger of the right hand and flick it strongly w






 Scrape:  Slow
ly rub the open face of the m
etal box against the glass tile, producing fragile, fluctuating m
etallic partials.   
 
:  Frenetically sw
irl the open face of the m




his produces a m
ixture of piercing 
harm










ust be heavily rosined.  B
ow
 the sm
aller flap of the opened box as pictured below
.  H
old the side of the flap 
w
ith the left hand w
hile bow
ing w
ith the right.   






 perpendicular to the flap.  U
p bow
s naturally achieve a louder screech than dow
n bow





:  Starting on the side of the flap, push a strong up bow
 in a large sem
i-circle to the right.  T





 the right side 




















osin Stutters:  T
hese ricochet like grain-stutters occur naturally w
hen pulling a dow
n bow
 and holding the cardboard flap closer tow















ater should be placed inside the drum
, so that distortion and pith alteration are subtle.   
 N
otation: Individual sustained pitches are notated in the score.  T
hese are not m
eant to sound as clean, stable, uniform
 sounds.  T
he player should find the tonal rod w
ith a 
fundam
ental closest to the notated pitch. T
he rod should be bow
ed w
ith heavy pressure, slow
 bow
 speed, and a bow
 position shifting continually up and dow
n the top 
2/3rds of the rod.  A
 strained, rich, unpredictable harm
onic pattern inside the notated harm




ute:  Place the w
aterphone on the edge of a table so that half of the base is on the surface and half hangs off.  T
his stills the m
otion of the w
ater inside and dam
pens 





 fast, short gliss up and dow
n a cluster surrounding the notated pitch.  R












 and the cym
bal.  T
his should produce a frenetic, m
essy w








etal Scrape:  Slow
ly scrape the m
etal box near the rim
 of the slightly dam
pened tam






























id) indicate the general area inside the piano relevant to the indicated action.  Sym
bol placem
ent on the single-line staff has been 






ith duct tape (sym
bols indicate the low
est and second low
est beam
s, respectively).  T
he grace note here indicates a fast drag across the low
 strings on 
the w
ay to low




 (and hold dow
n) duct tape against low
est region of strings producing a loud thud.  
 H
arm
onic Flick:  Start w
ith the duct tape resting on the strings, and then flick it aw
ay from
 the body w
ith a short, quick m
otion.  T
his em





onic Push:  Place the duct tape in the m




ers as possible (w
ith arm
 extended).  Push the duct tape slow
ly 
tow
ards the hitch pins.  W
ith the pedal depressed this should produce a short burst of piercing harm
onics.  
  
  In the low
-high region, rub the duct tape against the strings w
ith heavy pressure aw
ay and tow
ards the body (depending on the arrow
).  T
his should produce a 
w




old the long, thin edge of the card perpendicular to the piano strings and sw
ipe in large sem
i-circular arcs across the indicated region.  N
otated rhythm
s 
indicate slight accents arising from
 changes in direction.  A
 full arc should be achieved w
ith each notated duration, thus the duration of the note affects the speed and 





ith no pedal or depressed keys this produces a tense w
isp of w
hite noise.  O
ver depressed keys this activates a tone or 
cord w
ith no attack.   
 
:  A
 chaotic, violent sw
irl over the indicated region of strings.  T
hough this is a continuous m
ovem
ent (i.e. the card never lifts off the strings), rhythm
s are m
eant to 
indicate slight articulations arising from
 jagged shifts of directions.   
 
  A
 vertical pull tow
ard the body dow
n the strings of the indicated region.  Pressure and pedal m
arkings affect the density of the screech 
produced.  Soft pressure and no pedal should produce a light screech w
ith an audible glissando.  H
eavier pressure w
ith the pedal depressed should produce a dense, harsh 
screech.   
  
 Pull the card w
ith heavy pressure in a diagonal m
otion, high to low
 (right to left).  
  
Sw
eep accent:  In the low
 region, angle the card alm
ost flat against the strings and sw
ipe high to low
















o cards (in opposite directions) past the treble bridge in the highest tw
o regions of the piano.  T








atic cluster covering the highest octave of the piano.  R
ight hand hits the w




ub the binding of the case (left side w
hen view
ing from




ith heavy pressure.  T
his should produce a soft, w
hale-like 
m





















Ashley Fure, Sound and Interaction Design 
Jean-Michel Albert, Video and Mechanical Design 
 
Multimedia Installation: Elastic, Motors, Truss, Infrared Sensors, Speakers, Projectors, 
Computer & Control Software 
 






Tripwire (2011) is a large-scale multimedia installation comprised of 24 motorized 
elastic strings.  Set in motion by a software platform that synchronizes motor speed 
with moving sound and light, a vibrant screen of synesthetic waveforms comes to life. 
Speakers lining the base of the structure act as the voice of each oscillation – as though 
the strings themselves were sounding; as though the machine were a mammoth double 
bass.  Patterns of light adapt to mechanical action – shining brighter as strings spin 
faster; going black as they still. Integrated gestures of sound, light, and physical 
rotation ripple across the forty foot screen. Proximity sensors intensify speed, volume, 
and brightness as spectators approach, mapping their movements to perturbations in 
the unfolding temporal form. Blurring illusion and fact, Tripwire moves physical matter 
with digital grace, gives material body to weightless light, and fits a visual source to 
acoustic vibrations that is both virtual and violently real. 
 
Produced with support from IRCAM, Le Fresnoy, SACEM, Centquatre, and ARCADI, 
Tripwire premiered at the 2011 Agora Festival in Paris, France and has been featured at 
the Digital Art Biennale and Elektra in Montreal, Panorama in Lille, Nemo in Paris, 































































Score is in C.   Parts are transposed. 
 
With the exception of directly repeated notes, accidentals apply only to the 







Each string instrument has a scordatura tuning.  The heard pitch is notated in the 
score.  The fingered pitch is notated in each part.  
 
 
                 Violin I        Violin II 
      
 
                  Viola         Cello 
      
 
 





 Horizontal (Normal) Bowing 
 
 
       Vertical Bowing 
 Rapidly slide the bow vertically from ord. to molto sul tasto and back to 
create a light, white noise break in the sound. 
 
 
 Rapidly slide the bow behind the bridge and back to create a light, 
distorted accent.   
 
 
  Rapidly slide the bow to molto sul pont and back across the lowest 3 open 
strings.  This should produce a burst of low, heavy, metallic distortion.  
 
 
   Behind the bridge playing is notated with 4 lines indicating 
strings I through IV.  Bow pressure should remain extremely light unless 




 Pull the bow vertically with heavy pressure on the 
tailpiece to create a low, rumbling motor sound.  
 
 Mute strings with left hand.  Hold bow in ordinary region.  
With heavy pressure, slowly rock the bow in a tight, figure eight pattern over all 
four strings.  Do not move the bow horizontally or vertically. The resultant 
sound should snap with labored creaks like a falling tree.  
 
 
Gradually transition from ordinary to distortion bowing and back by 
increasing bow pressure and decreasing bow speed.  
 
 
  Short, dry crush attacks.  
 
 Dampen the strings with the left hand and apply the indicated technique  
(either pizz or c.l.b.) to the open strings as a group.  
 
     Triangle noteheads indicate the highest note possible, here used as the  
starting point of a fast glissando down the string.  
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     Half-harmonic pressure 
 
 
½ C.L. Split Bridge: In the ½ C.L. position, place the wood of the bow behind the 
bridge and the hair of the bow in front of the bridge.  This should create a very 
light whisper of the notated pitch surrounded by a white noise hiss.  
 
H.V. (harmonic vamp):  Quickly flutter natural harmonics on the given string.  
 
T-Full:  Slowly fluctuate left hand finger between full pressure (producing the 
stopped note), harmonic pressure (producing the partial), and no pressure 
(producing the pitch of the open string).  Used primarily with double stops, this 
technique should produce a smooth, fused, multiphonic cloud of six pitches (2 
stopped, 2 harmonics, 2 open strings).  
 
T-S:  Trill between the harmonic and the stopped note at the indicated position.  
 
T-O:  Trill between the harmonic and the open string.  
 
T-S/O:  Trill between the stopped note and the open string.  
 
AHT (Artificial Harmonic Trill):  Rapidly touch and release the node a fourth 
above the indicated pitch, thereby fluctuating between the stopped note and the 
harmonic 2 octaves above it.  
 
Norm:  Return to normal bow pressure 
 
Ord: Return to normal bow position. 
 
MST:  Molto Sul Tasto 
 







      Overblow 
 




    Half pitch/half air 
 
         Tongue-Ram 
 
      Flutter Tongue 
 
  Teeth on Reed 
 
  Lip smack 
  Whistle Tones:  Partial range indicated by numbers. 
 
Split Tones:  Boxes indicate the 1st, 3rd, and 5th partials 
above the indicated fundamental.  Filled in boxes indicate the partial should be 
present.  These are general graphic indications and do not correlate to their 
placement on the staff. 
 
 
















2 Brake Drums 
Tam 
1 Large Stone Tile (roughly 16 inches by 16 inches) 





Slapstick   
Guiro 
Vibraslap 
Large Ratchet  
Crotale 
Chinese Cymbal 
Bass Drum  
2 Glass Tiles 
Special Plectra: grill brush, wire brushes, rute  
 
 
Tam SB/LB:  Indicates a rich metallic distortion gained by rubbing either the small 
lid of the metal box (SB) or the larger bottom of the box (LB) against the face of 
the Tam.  Flautando pressure should be executed near the rim of the Tam and 
draw out only the very highest, most fragile partials.  Full pressure should move 
towards the center of the Tam and excite a lower, thicker distortion sound.  This 
technique occurs both muted  (damped by the body while scraped) and unmated 
(allowed to full resonate).  When muted, all resonance must be choked at the 
end of each notated duration.  
Mute Symbol P:   
When placed above a Bass Drum attack the resonance of the drum must be damped, 
using either the body or a large heavy cloth.  This should produce a heavy, dead 
thud. 
 
Grill Stick on Chinese Cymbal:  Slowly swirl and twist the coiled metal head of 
the brush across the cymbal.  This produces a soft stream of fluctuating partials 
and soft white noise. 
 
Metal on Rock (M-O-R):  Aggressively scrape the edges of the lower metal box (LB) 
across the large stone tile.  
 
Glass Hiss:  Rub the two glass tiles together to create a soft, high, undulating 
hiss.   This technique can be performed with one of the tiles resting on a table to 








1 Porcelain Tile (roughly 4 inches by 4 inches, smooth on top, rough on bottom) 
1 Thick glass tile (roughly 4 inches by 4 inches) 
2 Plastic Cards (credit card size) 
1 Heavy Coin (quarter) 
75
1 Heavy Plastic Slide Mute (such as the cap of a solid deodorant stick) 
 
 
 Depress pedal and slowly spin glass tile facedown against the 
strings of the region roughly above E3-E4.  Pressure should be light and spin 
motion as continuous as possible.  This should produce fragile blossoms of fused 
partials that emerge unpredictably out of thick white noise.  
 
 Scrape the rough side of the porcelain tile against the coiled strings in the 
lowest region of the piano.  The motion of the scrape follows the indicated 
graphic and ranges from slow, flautando swirls to dense, chaotic figure-eights.  
An upward arrow above this notehead indicates a sharp push of the tile vertically 
up the string (this produces a light harmonic screech).  Mm. 186 – 200 feature a 
regular circular pattern of the tile whose speed changes following the notated 
durations.  One full circular pattern is expected with each symbol.      
 
Note:   Except for mm. 101 – 105, the porcelain tile should rest above the region 
E1 to B1 throughout the piece.  This will add a snare-like rattle to the decay of 
all gestures in the low region.  In mm. 101 – 105 place the corner of the tile 
above the strings of A# 3.  This will add a snare like rattle to the sound and 
produce an unspecified harmonic.  
 
 
Strike palm against the lowest octave of strings.  
 Sharply depress white and black keys in the highest fifth of the 
keyboard.  
    Full-stop: Deaden string with left hand while striking the key normally.  
76
      Half-stop:  Strike the key normally and then immediately damp the string 
with the left hand to produce a short, choked pitch. 
 
 
 Slide Mute:  Under trill lines, 
frantically shake the mute back and forth over the indicated strings while 
rapidly striking the key.  Under wavy lines, slide the mute up and down the string, 
creating a pitch bend similar to that of a slide guitar.  For ‘Wobble-Decays’, 
continue to slide the mute after the key has been released to extend the pitch-
bend undulation throughout the decay of the note.  
 
 




Coin Pizz:  Activate the indicated string by sharply scraping it with the quarter.  












Dry Guiro:  Scrape the plastic spectrum quickly across the strings around the 
position indicated above.  A brittle, unpitched gurio sound should result.  
 
Wet Guiro:  Scrape plastic spectrum quickly across strings at the position 
indicated above.  A resonant, slightly pitched guiro sound should result. 
 
Key Guiro:  Scrape plastic spectrum quickly across black keys, either up or down 
the keyboard as indicated by the arrow direction in the score.  Occasionally a 
double key guiro is required, with both hands starting together at the center of 
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Œ . J‚‚µ ..‚‚
œœ( )
‰ Œ . J‚‚
C
C
  air + kc +
ftz, as high


































































































































































































œœœ > ‰ . Œ
∑
∑
® .œ œ Œ
∑
Œ Œ ≈ r÷°
3
‚‚ ÷ ‰ ® ‚‚B ‚‚
( ) ‚‚ œœœBµ
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‚‚ ÷ ‰ ® RÔOœnb Oœ Oœ œœœµµ
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Œ . T  
‰ ..‚‚B j‚‚m ‚
j‚‚B  ‚ ‚‚
5 3 3
‚µ .‚B ‚µ J‚B   ‚µ
5 3 3
‰ ..Oœb JOœ J 
OœBB   Oœb
5 3 3
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® RÔ
œœ ‰ . Œ
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Œ ‰ . R>
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‚ ÷ ‰ . ‰ . . rK÷
Oœ ÷ ‰ . Œ












Œ ‰ . r— — —3
∑
Œ ≈Rœ Œ ‰ ≈ Rœœ3
œ Œ ‰ œæ3
∑
Œ Œ Œ ≈ rœœm
°
3
Œ ‰ . r‚‚B ‚‚ ‚‚B ‚‚ œœœBnµ
3 3
Œ ‰ . r‚µ ‚ ( ) ‚ ‚ œœœµB
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r  ‰ Œ ≈ r÷°
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œœmB œœB œœ œœ œœœBn µ
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œB Oœb Oœ Oœ œœœµB
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œB Oœµµ Oœ Oœ œœœµµ
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˙˙B ..œœ œœB œœ ..‚‚ ..‚‚ ‚‚
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˙˙µB œœ œµ œ .‚ .  ‚B
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˙˙µ œœ
.œ œ ..Oœb ..Oœ Oœ3
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Œ . ‰ . R—±
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Œ ‰ ‰ . R—±
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Œ ≈œ œ‰ . Rœ Œ ‰ . œ œ
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    ÷ ÷ Ó
    ÷ ÷ Ó
    ÷ ÷ Ó















.J— ≈ Ó ‰
.J— ≈ Ó j>
‰ . Rœ Ó ≈ œœ œœ





Œ . ≈ . RÔÀ
∑
‰ . R
œœœœ Ó ≈ r‚‚I
œœB m( )
‰ . R
œœœœ Ó ≈ R‚‚B
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* all BB passages until m. 56 should be played ex. flaut. 
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T     Œ
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œœµ      
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..œœ j‚‚I      
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       
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..‚‚B J‚‚ ..‚‚ J‚‚
..˙˙ OOµ
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       
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     
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÷ BB
÷BB
Ó . > ≈
—
æ
Ó Œ j>b ‰
.˙ Œ
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˙˙ œ ≈ œœ
..˙˙ œ ≈ œœ
..˙˙ œ ≈ œœ
   
œœ œœ œ ≈ œœ
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rœ ‰ . ‰ jœ ˙
Rœæ ‰ . Œ Jœæ æ˙
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Œ Œ jœB œ .œ *
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Ó œ rœ ‰ . ‰ . rœ3
Ó œæ Rœæ ‰ . ‰ . Rœæ
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œœœœ         œ3
œœB Œ . J
œœœœ         œm3
œœµ Œ . J
















frenetic arco ricochets, 




frenetic arco ricochets, 




frenetic arco ricochets, 
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œm

















.œ ‰ Œ ˙m3
∑
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      .  œµ
      .  œµ
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  c.l. 
tratto
  c.l. 
tratto
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Œ ‰ . R
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Œ Ó ‰ J
œm
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Ó ≈ œ. œ.
  Œ ≈ . RÔ
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‰ R— — .>˜ >
3
‰ r— j> ‰
‰ . Œ ≈ Rœ
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‰ Rœ. œ .œ. œ.
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.Jœææ Œ
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Œ ≈ œœb œœ
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..O˙ JOœ ROœBB
Ó . ‰ Rœœµ
Ó . ‰ Rœœ
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Oœ ‰ Ó Œ JOœBB
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Ó Ó ‰ j>
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Ó Ó ‰ j>3
Œ . Jœæ æ˙ Jœæ ‰
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Ó Ó ‰ jœ3




O˙ O˙ JOœBB ‰
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Œ OœBB O˙ JOœbb ‰
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‰ . œœ œ
.jœ œ œ
‰ . ‰ Rœœb
∑
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‰ . ‰ R  µ
‰ . ‰ R  








Ó ® . .Jœ ‰ . Rœ






  µ RÔ   ‰ . . Œ
   RÔ   ‰ . . Œ
  µ RÔ
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Ó . ≈ Rœm
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Ó . ≈ ROœµB
Ó . ≈ rOœb
Ó . ≈ rœb


















.—æ ≈ r—m æ ±æ ‰ j—æ
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. .. .œœµB ‚‚
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µ œœœ > ‰ . r>
5
Œ œb œ >
‰ . r>
5
Œ œœ ‰ . œœ ®œœ œœ œœ
5
Œ œ ‰ . œ ®œ ‰ œ
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‚‚ ‚‚ œœ ‚‚ œœ
5
‚‚ œœµ> ..œœ> ‚‚ ‚‚ œœ ‚‚ œœ
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‚‚ œœbµ> ..œœ> ‚‚ ‚‚ œœ ‚‚ œœ
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‚‚bµ> ..œœ ® ‚‚‚‚œœ
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Œ œb œ >
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Œ ≈Rœœ Œ
..œœ œœ ≈ œœ
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Œ ≈Rœ Œ œ ≈ Rœ
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∑
   ° * >   >    >
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œœ œœ ‚‚B ‚‚ œœ œœ ‚‚
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œœ œœ ‚‚µB ‚‚ œœ œœ ‚‚
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® ÷ ® ÷ ® ÷
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≈ .J— — — > ®> >
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≈ .J—b — — > ®> >
5
Ó ≈ Rœ
≈ œ ‰ ‰ .œ œ ≈ . RÔœ
5
≈ R> Œ ≈ R> ‰ ‰
5
∑
≈ ÷ ‰ ‚‚B ..‚‚ œœ ® ÷ ®œœB
5
≈ ÷ ‰ ‚‚B ..‚‚ œœ ® ÷ ®œœµB
5
≈ ÷ ‰ ‚‚bµ ..‚‚ œœ ®÷ ® œœœµµ
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≈ ÷ ‰




















































    1/2 c.l.
split bridge
∏
    1/2 c.l.
split bridge
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  œœB ..˙˙
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—æ —æ≈ —b æ ±æ r—µ æ ≈ j>b ®> >
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Œ ≈ R>Œ   ‰ J> ≈ . RÔ>
3
3
Œ ≈ rœ> ˙ rœ ≈ jœ .œ œ.
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œœ œœnµ ® œœµb ˙˙ œœnµ ≈ œœµb ..œœ ‹‹
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œœ œœm m ® œœBµ ˙˙ œœm m ≈ œœBµ ..œœ ‹‹
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    1/2 c.l.
split bridge
π
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4 horns in F 
 




















Score is in C with the following exceptions:  
 
1) Crotales sound 2 octaves higher than written 
2) Double bass sounds one octave lower than written 
3) Piccolo sounds one octave higher than written  
 
 
Arrows indicate gradual changes from one state to the next: thus between notes they represent glissandi, while between score 
expressions they represent continuous transitions from playing method to another.  
 









Harmonic Notation:  For natural harmonics, diamond-shaped noteheads indicate the node to be fingered (not the resultant pitch).  
Artificial harmonics are written as double stops with the stopped note marked normally and the harmonic node a perfect fourth 
above marked with a diamond-shaped notehead.  
 
Aritifical Harmonic Tremolo:  (see all strings, m. 2) Hold the stopped note and rapidly touch and release the harmonic node a perfect 
fourth above.  This produces a fluctuation between the stopped note and the artificial harmonic two octaves above.   
 
Fluctuate harmonic and fundamental:  (see viola, m. 66) Press and release harmonic node so that sound shifts irregularly between 
the open string and the harmonic (in m. 66, this produces D4 and A5).   
 
Natual Harmonic Glissandi:  Slowly slide the finger with harmonic pressure up and down the indicated open string.  For  ad-libbed 
passages (see m. 89( sections need not coordinate their movements with one another.  When written with specific start and end 
positions (see violins, m. 50), start and end notes are enclosed in parentheses to indicate that these are general boundaries of the 
gesture and need not sound as discrete, stable harmonics.  
 
White noise on Dampened Strings:  dampen strings with left hand and  bow with light pressure and slow speed to produce a pitchless, 











 Winds  
 
 
Pitched Air:  Exhale breath through the instrument while fingering indicated pitch, producing soft air noise colored by the fingered 
note.  When key clicks are called for, loudly flutter the keys in any order to produce a percussive flurry of clicks while blowing 
through the instrument.  
 
 
Consonants and Vowels: When placed beneath an air notehead, these sounds should be forcefully whispered through the 
instrument.  Transitions between different phonemes should fluidly elide.  When no consonants are present, the player may choose 
whichever phoneme is most appropriate to produce the desired dynamic.  
 
Half Air/Half Pitch:  Play the indicated pitch with a high breath content.     
 
  Overblow:  A fierce air accent that travels up through the higher partials and back down to the indicated pitch.   
 
 








Air noise:  White noise breath sounds are written with square noteheads in three different positions indicating high, middle, and low 
registers. Breath should be exhaled.  Fingerings are left to the player’s discretion and should be chosen for maximum projection 
and registral flexibility.  If they so desire, all players are free to remove the mouthpiece to aid the projection of air sounds. 
 
 
Consonants and vowels: When placed beneath an air notehead, these sounds should be forcefully whispered through the 
instrument.  Transitions between different phonemes should fluidly elide.  
 
 
Mutes:  Trombones and trumpets require the wah-wah mute.  This mute is used in two distinct ways, as “wah-wah mute” with the stem 
removed, and as “harmon mute” with the stem inserted into the bell.  Arrows between open and closed mute symbols indicate gradual 
transitions from one state to the next.  
 
 









The pianist will need the following objects for the execution of this part:  
 
1) 1 ceramic tile (roughly 4 inches by 4 inches, glazed on top, rough on bottom). 
2) 1 metal coin or other small metallic plectrum 
 
Tile Spin:  depress the pedal and slowly spin the rough side of the ceramic tile over the lowest octave of strings.  Pressure should 
be light and spin motion as continuous as possible. This will produce a rich, wet grit noise with occasional bursts of pitched screech.  
 
 
Quarter Scrape:  Slowly scrape a quarter up and down the string of the indicated pitch.  
 
 
Pluck with Fingernail:  Pluck the string of the indicated pitch with the fingernail to produce a sharp, metallic pizzicato.  
 
 
Muted:   Dampen the indicated note by applying pressure to the string with the left hand while striking the note normally with the 
right.  This will produce a dampened ‘thud’ colored by the indicated pitch.  
 
Prepared with Tile:  Place the ceramic tile over the strings of the indicated notes and play normally.  This will add a harsh rattle to 















Buzz Rattle:  hold the pedal halfway between two positions and pluck the string with force so that it rattles against the pedal 














percussion 1 setup: 
 
prepared bass drum (see below) 
tubular bells 
Large cymbal  
antique bells (see below) 
triangle 
 
special plectra: bow, medium-weight chain 
 
 
percussion 2 setup: 
 
large tam 




special plectra: brushes, bow, medium-weight chain, superball, metal screech stick (see below), triangle beater 
 
 
percussion 3 setup: 
 
medium tam  
large cymbal  
sizzle cymbal 
medium nipple gong (tuned to D5 if possible) 
thundersheet 
1 thick glass tile (roughly 4 inches by 4 inches) 
1 small metal box (with thin sharp edges for scraping) 
  
special plectra: brushes, bow, medium-weight chain, superball, metal screech stick (see below), triangle beater 
 
 
percussion 4 setup: 
 




1 large stone tile (roughly 18 inches by 18 inches) 
1 small stone tile (roughly 4 inches by 4 inches) 
 
 
Special Plectra: brushes, bow, medium-weight chain  
 
 
Prepared Bass Drum:  Lay a large bass drum flat on a stand.   Rest a cymbal upside down on its center.  Clutter the top of the drum 
with diverse grains: unshelled walnuts, chestnuts or acorns, a medium-weight chain, and scraps of tinfoil. 
  
Scuttle: Scatter the cluttered grains across the face of the drum, producing a scurry of light noise.  
 
Chain Slide: Slide the chain slowly across the face of the drum (producing a more continuous band of white noise than 
‘scuttle’). 
 
Rustle Chain: Rumple the links of the chain against one another on the face of the drum. 
 
Toss walnuts: Grab a handful of walnuts and drop them forcefully against the face of the drum.  
 
Light grain pour: Pour a small cup of dried beans or other small grain onto the drum.    
 
133
Throw chain: Drop the chain forcefully against the face of the drum.  
 
*Note:  These techniques interact with one another: when the chain is slid across the drum, for example, it will move the grains, and 
may hit the cymbal.  This aleatoric grit is expected and desired.  
 
 
Antique Bells: Specific Instrument at the player’s discretion.  These should sound like an old, rusted, tree of small bells.  If such 
an instrument cannot be found, striking cowbells with a heavy metal chain can simulate the effect.  
 
 
Metal on Glass: Slowly scrape the edges of the metal box across the face of the glass tile, in a slow spinning motion.  This produces 
a light, distorted screech, similar to the sound of a creaking metal hinge.  
 
 
Chain Buzz Roll:  lightly touch several links of chain to the cymbal while rolling, adding a harsh buzz to the sound. 
 
 
Stone Scrape: Scrape the small stone tile against the large stone tile in broad, elliptical swirls. Notated rhythms indicate slight 
articulations through rapid changes of swirl direction. This technique produces a continuous band of scraped stone noise  (tile 
should never be struck).  
 
 
Metal Screech Stick:  A long piece of metal with 3 sharp edges to be scraped against the rim of the tam.  A common option is a metal 
casing used to cover electrical wires, roughly 1 foot in length, shaped like a three sided square.   
 
 
Harsh Screech:  A loud, frantic, metallic screech created by scraping the screech stick against the rim of the tam with heavy 
pressure and sharp, frantic gestures.  
 
 




Wood Screech:  Scrape the blunt end of a drumstick against the tam with heavy pressure, producing a mellow screech.  
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Score is in C with the following exceptions:  
 
1) Crotales sound 2 octaves higher than written 
2) Piccolo sounds one octave higher than written  
 
Parts are transposed.  
 
Quarter Tones are notated as follows:   
I   Three-Quarters Flat 
B    One-Quarter Flat 
µ    One-Quarter Sharp 
˜   Three-Quarters Sharp 
 
With the exception of directly repeated pitches or patterns, accidentals apply 






Split Bridge:  Press bow on bridge such that hair 
simultaneously hits sub and sul pont regions (sb: split bridge).  Bow slowly.  The 
resultant sound should be a mixture of white noise and flickering, high partials.   
 
  Crackle:  Mute strings with left hand.  Hold bow in 
ordinary region.  With heavy pressure, slowly rock the bow in a tight, figure eight 
pattern over all four strings.  Do not move the bow horizontally or vertically. 
The resultant sound should crackle with labored creaks like the felling of tree.  
 
 
 Vertical Bowing:  With very light pressure, draw the bow vertically between 
the extreme tasto and the sul tasto regions.   Rhythms indicate change of bow 
direction (up/down).  The bow should pass completely from E.T. to S.T. Over the 
course of each rhythmic duration (occasionally further movement toward the sul 
pont region is requested; this is always indicated visually on the score).  thus a 
whole note indicates a very slow passage down the fingerboard, while sixteenth 
notes produce a flurry of light, chattering bow movement. Notated harmonics 
should be fingered with the left hand. While not meant to sound as stable, clear 
pitches, these fingerings will affect the resultant timbre and should be 
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respected. The Vertical Bowing technique should produce a morphing stream of 
flickering high partials and soft white noise.  ratio of partials to noise will 
fluctuate with bow position. 
 
 
 Horizontal Bowing:  Return to ordinary, horizontal bowing. 
 
   While fingering the indicated harmonics, use frenetic, light, spiccato bow 
movements in the extreme tasto region. Switch randomly between vertical and 
horizontal bowing.  Resultant texture should contain jagged shards of noise with 
occasional bursts of clearer partials.  
 
 Quickly flutter natural harmonics on the indicated open string.  
Any order is acceptable. 
 
 
Indicates a gradual transition from ordinary to distortion bowing, 
brought about by an increase in bow pressure and a decrease in bow speed.  
 
  Lightly tap the left palm over all four open strings in the ord region.  Let 
resonate.  Avoid any snapping of the strings against the fingerboard.  
 
 
 indicates a mezzo piano dynamic level with sudden, irregular sforzando 
bursts. 
 
Harmonic notation: Diamond-shaped noteheads indicate the fingered node, (not the 
resultant pitch), of the desired partial. When the node and the resultant pitch 
coincide, a small circle above the normal notehead indicates the harmonic.  
String and partial numbers are given in the following manner:  II-6 reads “the 
sixth partial of the second string.”  
 
E.T.:  Extreme Sul Tasto 
 
M.S.P:  Molto Sul Pont  
 
Arrows: Arrows indicate gradual change. Between pitches, thus, they indicate 
glissandi while between score expressions they indicate a gradual change from 
one playing technique or bow position to the next.   
 
Scordatura: String instruments are retuned as follows. Score is in C.  Parts are 
transposed.  
 
Violin:  The third string of the violin is tuned down a minor second, from d 
to C#.  A “iii” next to any note in the violin part indicates that this pitch 
should be played on the third string and thus will sound a minor second 




Viola:  The third string of the viola is tuned down a minor second, from G 
to F#.  A “iii” next to any note in the viola part indicates that this pitch 
should be played on the third string and thus will sound a minor second 




Cello: The third string of the cello is tuned down a minor second, from G 
to F#. A “iii” next to any note in the cello part indicates that this pitch 
should be played on the third string and thus will sound a minor second 
lower than written. 
  
The fourth string of the cello is tuned down a minor second, from c to B-
natural.  A “IV” next to any note in the cello part indicates that this pitch 
should be played on the fourth string and thus will sound a minor second 








       Overblow 
1 !       Just Air 
           Accented inhale,  slightly Voiced   
 
         Tongue-Ram 
 
      Key Clicks 
 
 
  Air Plus Accented Key Clicks 
182
   Flutter Tongue 
      a cluster of high partials above the indicated fundamental 
 
  teeth on reed 
 
W.T.:  Whistle tone 
 
Consonants and vowels: When placed beneath an air notehead, these sounds 
should be forcefully whispered through the instrument.  Transitions between 
different phonemes should fluidly elide. 
 
Multiphonics:  fingerings for all flute multiphonics can be found in Robert 
Dick’s “the Other Flute.”  Fingerings for all clarinet multiphonics can be found 








1 thick glass tile, roughly 4 inches by 4 inches   
1 hard plastic card (as in a credit card) 
 
    high tile:  Depress pedal and slowly spin glass tile 
facedown against the strings of the region roughly above E3-E4 (each piano 
will have a different “sweet spot,” that speaks best for this technique). Pressure 
should be light and spin motion as continuous as possible.  The resultant sound 
should contain fragile bursts of fused partials that blossom out of thick white 
noise.   Glissandi should be vigilantly avoided.  For Low Tile (LT), repeat this 
technique over the lowest strings of the piano.  
  
 Mute strings with left hand while attacking normally on the keyboard.  This 
should produce a dampened thud with a strong hint of the notated pitches. 
 
 
   With fingernails, randomly pluck the strings 
around the tuning pegs (just behind the keyboard, well before the hammers and 
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the nails which release the string’s pitch identity).  This should produce a 
metallic ping with indiscernible pitch.  
 
  Softly pluck the indicated strings, either with the flesh of the fingertip or 
the nail (as specified).  
 
Scrape the credit card across the very edge of the strings farthest from 
the keyboard (past the far nails which pinch off the pitch identity of a given 
string), over the highest octave of the piano. This should produce a fast, brittle, 








1 55-gallon oil drum 
 
The oil drum is notated on a 3 line staff with the top line indicating the rim of 
the drum, the second its flat top, and the third its side. 
 
For each gesture, there are two levels of notational information.  First, a line of 
traditional notation indicating duration and general dynamic level; second, 
graphics which convey information both about the resultant sound and the 
physical motions required to produce it.  Please refer to the notes below for 
further details.  
 
5 plectra are required:  
1 coiled metal stick (used to clean grills).  This plectrum should be pulled and 
scraped against the side of the drum, in the middle of the drum’s 3 tiers. Slowly 
alter angle, pressure, speed, and amount of surface area contact of the grill 
stick to produce a rich texture of colored noise with constant spectral morphing.  
For passages marked “spiked,” pull just one loop of the coil across the side of the 
drum to produce a fragile, broken, clicking sound.   Graphic symbols in the score 
roughly represent the pressure, speed, and shape of the swirl to be drawn.  
1 small glass stick (roughly 4 inches long, 1 cm wide and deep).  This stick 
should be drawn across the top of the drum, producing a continuous stream of 
soft white noise.  Angle of stick, speed of swirl, and placement on the drum face 
greatly influence the sonic result of this gesture.  Graphic symbols in the score 
represent the speed and shape of the swirl to be drawn, as well as relative 
distance from the drum’s center.  
 
1 3-sided square metal stick (roughly 16 inches in length; used to cover 
electrical wires).  rubbed against the rim of the oil drum, this plectrum produces 
a high, focused, metallic screech. The speed of the rub greatly affects the sonic 
result, which can range from single, fragile, breaking partials to dense 
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multiphonic screeches. Graphic symbols in the score represent the relative 
density of partials in the desired sound.  
 
1 sharp wooden stick (pointed tip, pencil-shaped).  When pushed across the face 
of the drum, this stick produces a resistant, metallic stutter with sudden, 
uncontrollable bursts of pitch.  Graphic symbols in the score represent the ratio 
of stutter to screech desired in each passage.  
 
1 soft mallet.  On the face of the drum, 1 harmonic node should be found and 
marked.  When struck lightly with a soft percussion mallet, a distant, high partial 






1 Bass Drum, laid flat on stand 
2 Large Cymbals (one free, one mounted) 
1 Large Wooden Bowl, filled with a mixture of large grains (walnuts and 
chestnuts still in their shells, dried peas, bits of metal: look for diversity of 
timbre and ability to project)  
2 octaves of crotales  
2 thick glass tiles, roughly 4 inches by 4 inches 
2 Slate Tiles, roughly 6 inches by 6 inches 
 
Tile Swirls:  Swirl glass tile in elliptical swoops across the face of the bass 
drum to create a continuous stream of thick white noise.  
 
Mixed Grain:  Stir fingers through the grain mixture to produce a rich texture of 
rubbing and clinking. 
 
Cymbal on Bass Drum:  Cymbal should be placed upside down on the bass drum and 
struck with a soft mallet.  Placement and removal of the cymbal should be 
executed as quietly as possible.  
 
Glass on Glass:  Rub two glass tiles together. Alter angle and surface area of 
contact to produce a constantly morphing stream of thin white noise.  
 
Slate on Slate: Rub two slate tiles together.  Alter angle and surface area of 
contact to produce a constantly morphing stream of harsh, scraping noise.   
 
Bass drum, scatter walnuts:  lightly toss several walnuts (still in their shell) 
against the skin of the drum.  
 
 
*Each of these techniques create a continuous, morphing stream of noise.  While 
duration is notated traditionally on the score, graphics are meant to clarify the 
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Flute (Doubling Piccolo) 
 
Oboe 
Bb  Clarinet 
Bassoon 
 
Horn in F 
 






































Score is in C with the following exceptions:  
 
1) Crotales sound 2 octaves higher than written 
2) Double bass sounds one octave lower than written 
3) Piccolo sounds one octave higher than written.  
 
Quarter Tones are notated as follows:   
I   Three-Quarters Flat 
B    One-Quarter Flat 
µ    One-Quarter Sharp 
˜   Three-Quarters Sharp 
 
Arrows indicate gradual changes from one state to the next.  
 
With the exception of directly repeated pitches, accidentals apply only to the 











Large Suspended Cymbal  
2 octaves crotales 




Player 2 Setup: 
 
Large Tam-Tam 
Small Suspended Cymbal 
Medium Gong 
Snare Drum (snares on) 
1 Large Wooden Bowl, filled with a mixture of large, diverse grains (walnuts and 
chestnuts still in their shells, dried peas, bits of metal: look for diversity of 





Brush Swirls:  Swirl brush in elliptical swoops across the face of the bass drum 
to create a thick, continuous stream of white noise.  Notated rhythms indicate 
slight articulations through change of slide direction. Drum should never be 
struck. 
 
Brass Swirls:  Draw a brass beater over the face of the snare drum in irregular, 
anxious, elliptical swirls. Notated rhythms indicate slight articulations through 
change of slide direction. drum should never be struck.  
 
Chain Buzz Rolls:  lightly touch several links of chain to the cymbal while 
rolling, producing a harsh buzz. 
 
Add Beater Buzz:  Lightly touch a metal beater to the cymbal as it resonates, 
adding a soft buzz to the sound.  
 
Grain Noise:, stir fingers rapidly through the grain mixture to produce a rich 







Split Bridge: Press bow on bridge such 
that hair simultaneously hits sub and sul pont regions.  Bow slowly.  The 







Crackle:  Mute strings with left hand.  Hold bow in 
ordinary region.  With heavy pressure, slowly rock the bow in a tight, figure eight 
pattern over all four strings.  Do not move the bow horizontally or vertically. 
The resultant sound should crackle with labored creaks like the felling of tree.  
 
Vertical Bowing: With very light pressure, draw the bow vertically between 
the extreme tasto and the sul tasto regions.   Rhythms indicate change of bow 
direction (up/down).  The bow should pass completely from E.T. to S.T. throughout 
each rhythmic duration (occasionally further movement toward the sul pont 
region is requested; this is always indicated visually on the score).  thus a whole 
note indicates a very slow passage down the fingerboard, while sixteenth notes 
produce a flurry of light, chattering bow movement. Notated harmonics should be 
fingered with the left hand. While not meant to sound as stable, clear pitches, 
these fingerings will affect the resultant timbre and should be respected. The 
Vertical Bowing technique should produce a fluid, morphing stream of flickering 




Horizontal Bowing: indicates a return to ordinary, horizontal bowing. note: 
this symbol does not indicate a return to ordinary pressure.  
 
Overpressure: Indicated with X-noteheads, use heavy pressure and slow bow 
movement to distort the notated pitch. 
 
Harmonic Vamp (H.V.): Quickly flutter natural harmonics on the indicated open 
string.  Any order is acceptable. 
 
Harmonic notation: Diamond-shaped noteheads indicate the node, (not the 
resultant pitch) of the desired partial.  String and partial numbers are given in 
the following manner:  II-6 reads “the sixth partial of the second string.” Note: 
For double bass, the indication “C+” accompanies the string and partial number 
when the harmonic spectrum of the c-extension is required.   
 
E.T.:  Extreme Sul Tasto 
 
M.S.P:  Molto Sul Pont  
 
Norm: Indicates a return to normal bow pressure.  
 







Air sounds:  White noise breath sounds are written with triangular noteheads on 
a three line staff, indicating high, middle, and low Registers.  Breath should be 
exhaled unless specific inhale instructions appear, represented by an upward 
arrow above the notehead (return to exhale is indicated with a downward arrow). 
Fingerings should be chosen for maximum audibility and registral flexibility.  
 
Consonants and vowels: When placed beneath an air notehead, these sounds 
should be forcefully whispered through the instrument.  Transitions between 
different phonemes should fluidly elide. 
 
Multiphonics: Fingerings for all Flute Multiphonics can be found in Robert Dick’s 
“The Other Flute.” Fingerings for all Oboe Multiphonics can be found in Libby van 
Cleves “Oboe Unbound.”  Fingerings for all Clarinet Multiphonics can be found 
in Phillip Rehfeldt's, “New Directions for Clarinet.”  
 
    Flutter Tongue 

















Air sounds:  White noise breath sounds are written with triangular noteheads on 
a three line staff, indicating high, middle, and low Registers.  Breath should be 
exhaled unless specific inhale instructions appear, represented by an upward 
arrow above the notehead (return to exhale is indicated with a downward arrow). 
Fingerings should be chosen for maximum audibility and registral flexibility. All 
players are free to remove the mouthpiece if they so desire to aid the projection 
of air sounds. 
 
 
Consonants and vowels: When placed beneath an air notehead, these sounds 
should be forcefully whispered through the instrument.  Transitions between 
different phonemes should elide fluidly.  
 
 
Mutes:  Trombone requires the harmon and whispa mutes.  Trumpet requires the 
harmon and bucket mutes.  
 
 
    Flutter Tongue 








The pianist will need the following objects for the execution of this part:  
 
1) 1 thick glass tile (roughly 4 inches by 4 inches, 1 centimeter thick).  
 
2) 1 ceramic tile (roughly 4 inches by 4 inches, glazed on top, rough on 
bottom). 
 
3) 1 long, thin, flat piece of metal (roughly one foot long and one inch 
wide.  As this object is identical in size and shape to a standard 12-inch 
ruler, it is referred to below as “Metal Ruler.”)  
 
4) One sheet of wax paper. 
 
224
5) One stiff plastic plectrum (such as a credit card). 
 
 
High Spin:  Depress pedal and slowly spin the glass tile facedown against the 
strings of the region E3-E4 (each piano will have a different “sweet spot” that 
speaks best for this technique). Pressure should be light and spin motion as 
continuous as possible.  The resultant sound should contain fragile bursts of 
fused partials that blossom out of thick white noise.   
 
Low Spin: Using the rough side of the ceramic tile, repeat the ‘high spin’ 
technique over the lowest octave of the piano.  This should produce a harsher, 
drier noise with occasional bursts of pitched screech.  
 
Metal slide: Rest the metal ruler horizontally on the strings so that it roughly 
covers the octave from C4 to C5.  For “Metal Slides,” quickly slide it sideways 
using heavy pressure to produce a loud, harsh, multiphonic screech.  For “Long 
Metal Slide,” repeat this action with a more deliberate, sustained motion. The 
sustain pedal should always be depressed during this technique. Audible 
glissandi must be vigilantly avoided.  
 
Tile Slide:  Slide the glass tile sideways over the piano strings in an abrupt, 
sudden motion.  
 
Add Buzz:  place the wax paper over the strings while they resonate to add a 
snare-like rattle to the sound. 
 
Card Rip:  Scrape the credit card across the very end of the strings farthest from 
the keyboard in the highest octave the piano.  This should produce a fast, brittle, 
ripping sound with little to no pitch content.  
 
Harmonics:  the struck key is notated with a diamond notehead; the desired pitch is 
notated with a regular notehead; the partial number is indicated above the first 
iteration of the note.  If a certain harmonic does not speak well on the piano in 
use, it can be played with a different fundamental, provided that the resultant 
pitch is the same.  
 
Harmonic Glissandi:  Strike the note in the indicated rhythm while slowly sliding 
one hand up and down the strings with light, harmonic pressure to produce a slow 
glissando up and down the harmonic spectrum.   
 
Pluck with Flesh:  Lightly pluck the indicated string with the flesh of the 
fingertip producing a warm, reverberant pizzicato. 
 
Pluck with Nail:  Pluck the indicated string with the fingernail producing a 
sharp, metallic pizzicato.  
 
Snap Pluck: Pluck two adjacent strings with so much force that they rattle 
against each other as they resonate.  
 
Harmonic Palm Stop:  Press the palm of the hand with light harmonic pressure 
over the strings to be struck, producing light harmonics of unspecified pitch. 
 
Palm Harmonics: Press the palm of the hand with light harmonic pressure over 
the lowest octave of the piano.  Strike any notes under the palm in the indicated 











The electronics for blush are available as a stand-alone Max/MSP-Runtime patch. 
 
The patch produces four channels of audio to be projected through four 






Speaker 2   Speaker 3 
 









All electronic events are triggered through MAX via midi keyboard.  The midi 
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All instruments must be amplified (see electronic notes below). 
 
With the exception of directly repeated pitches, accidentals apply only to the 
notes they immediately precede.   
 
Instrumentalists should be arranged on stage in the following manner: 
 
 
Cello  Percussion 







  Distortion bowing: Abruptly move the bow from sul tasto to sul pont and 
back.  This effect is similar to overblowing on the flute: an abrupt, accented 
emphasis of higher partials.  
 
Distortion Growl (D.G.): Distortion bow with heavy pressure while fluttering 
harmonics in the lowest minor 3
rd
 of the string.   
 
 
 White Noise: Damp all strings with left hand.  Bow with light pressure and 
slow speed on the G-String to produce a soft white noise hiss.  
 
 
Irregular Glissando:  jagged, nonlinear glissando  
 
 
Harmonic Vamp (H.V.): Quickly flutter natural harmonics on the indicated open 
string.  Any order is acceptable, though patterns should be avoided. 
 
 
Harmonic Trills: For all natural harmonic trills, the first finger must be 
released before the second node is depressed.  
 
 
Arrows: Arrows indicate gradual change; thus between pitches they indicate 
glissandi and between score expressions they indicate gradual changes from one 
playing technique to the next.   
 
 
Vibrato: Unless otherwise indicated, no vibrato should be used.  
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    Overpressure:  Harsh noise slightly colored by fingered pitch 
 
 
E.T.:  Extreme Sul Tasto 
 
 







           Overblow 
 
 








 Closed embouchure 
 
1 !   just air 
 
   Half-Air, Half-Tone 
 
 
        Tongue Ram 
 
     Flutter Tongue 
 
  Key-clicks with air 
 
Consonants and vowels: When placed beneath an air notehead, these sounds 
should be forcefully whispered directly into the embouchure hole.  
274
Multiphonics:  fingerings for all flute multiphonics can be found in Robert 






1 Medium Gong 
1 Large Cymbal 
1 Bass Drum 
1 Tam-Tam 
1 Medium-Linked Chain 




The bass drum should lay flat on a stand with the cymbal resting upside down on 
its face. The Chain should also rest on the face of the drum, adding a snare-like 
rattle to the sound.  
 
Chain Slides: Swirl chain in elliptical swoops across the face of the bass drum to 
create a thick, continuous stream of white noise.  Notated rhythms indicate slight 
articulations through change of slide direction. 
 
Chain Buzz Rolls:  lightly touch several links of chain to the cymbal while 
rolling, adding a harsh buzz to the sound. 
 







The electronics for susurrus are produced by a stand-alone Max/MSP-Runtime 
patch. This patch produces four channels of audio and thus requires an 
appropriate external soundcard. 
 
A minimum of four large speakers should be placed surrounding the audience, 
with channels routed in the following order:  
 
1       2 
 
3       4 
 
Each instrument must be amplified and sent into max for real-time diffusion.  If 
multiple microphones are used for a single instrumentalist, they must be mixed 
into one stream before entering MAX. The flute should enter MAX on the first 
ADC channel, the Violin on the second, the Cello on the third, and Percussion on 
the fourth.  
 
All electronic events are triggered through MAX via midi keyboard.  The midi 


















List of Enclosed Supplementary Materials  
 
1) Recording of Soma: commissioned and performed by Curious Chamber Players 
2) Video of Veer: created by Youki Hirakawa 
3) Recording of Therefore I Was: commissioned and performed by Talea Ensemble 
3) Video of Tripwire: created by Jean-Michel Albert 
4) Recording of Aperture/Iris: commissioned and performed by Calithumpian Consort 
5) Recording of Wire & Wool: performed by Kivie Cahn-Lipman 
6) Recording of Cyan: commissioned and performed by the Marquette Symphony 
Orchestra 
7) Recording of Blush: commissioned and performed by the Oberlin Contemporary 
Music Ensemble 
8) Recording of Susurrus: commissioned and performed by Eighth Blackbird 
 
 
